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MALAY MANUSCRIPTS IN THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

During a brief stay recently in Washington, D.C., as a participant
in the tour which was organized on behalf of the non-American mem-
bers of the XXVIIth Congress of Orientalists after the Congress in
Ann Arbor, Mich., I visiited the Library of Congress, where I had the
pleasure of renewing my acquaintance with my old friend, Mr. Cecil
Hobbs, Head of the South and Southeast Asian Department. Mr. Rony,
Indonesian assistarut to Mr. Hobbs, was kind enough to show me
around in the stacks of the Library. There my attention was drawn
by two shelves full of old books. On doser inspection this turned out
to be a collection, as yet uncaitalogued, of old ediitions of Malay books.
My immediate impression was thait these must be books which had
once belonged to an American missionary who worked in Malaya in
the thirties and forties of the last cenitury, probably Mr. Alfred North,
whose activities and interests in the field of book printing and book
collecting are well-known to us thanks ito Abdullah's autobiography
(see ed. Hikajat Abdullah, ed. Roolvink and Datoek Besar, Djakarta/
Amsterdam 1953, p. 390-1 etc). Bible translations and other religious
books seem to form the greater part of the collection; most noticeable
for the student of Malay literature are two copies of the original
Abdullah edition of the Sejarah Melayu, of which very few other copies
are known to exist, and a copy of the first edition of the Kissah
Pelayaran Abdullah, which I have never seen before. This is the edition
which Mr. Alfred North printed in 1838 in two kinds of type, jawi
and rumi, on facing pages; as Abdullah has described it: "...akan
kissah perihal pelayaranku itu, . . . yaiitu telah menjadi suatu kitab, telah
dichapkan oleh tuan North, yaitu sebelah muka surat huruf Melayu dan
sebelah muka huruf Inggeris, bunyinya Melayu" (Hik. Abd. p. 391).

However, these two shelves contained more than just printed books.
I soon discovered a number of neatly bound and well preserved Malay
manuscripts. No thorough study was required tó identify these, as
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they all had their names, sometimes with a brief description, recorded
on a label which was stuck to the inside of the back cover. In most
of the manuscripts the label bears the indication "Smithsonian Deposit",
so that we may assume that the original owner sold or presented this
collection to the Smithsonian Institution. Mr. Cecil Hobbs told me that
the Smithsonian Deposit had been incorporated in the Library of
Congress a long time ago.

Apparently these manuscripts originally belonged to the same col-
lection — that of Mr. North or one of his colleagues — as the books.
As the labels indicate, the majority of them has been copied by Abdullah
bih Abdulkadir himself, probably on behalf of Mr. North. This in itself
makes them interesting and valuable. After all, we do not have a great
many handwritten manuscripts of this remarkable early Malay student
of Malay literature. Apart from this, however, at least a few of these
manuscripts may prove of great interest on account of their subject
matter. As this collection has never been described before I thought
it useful to point out its existence in this preliminary Noite, and to
give a provisional list of the manuscripts found. As soon as microfilms
of the manuscripts have been received in the Library of Leiden Uni-
versity I hope to be able to study them more closely and to deal with
some of them in more detail in. print. I must warn the reader that the
following list is based on a very superficial investigation — I had not
much more than one hour left to spend on these materials before closing
time of the Library. Not only the manuscripts, but the whole collection'
deserves doser inspection and careful cataloguing, as it may contain
other important items which, in my haste, I overlooked.

Provisional List of Malay Manuscripts

In this list literal quotations from the descriptions found in the
manuscripts themselves have been placed in quotation marks.

1. "Kinta Buhan, a poem from which the extract is taken on. page 193
of Marsden's Malay Grammar. Copied . . . by Abdullah ben Abdul-
kadir, a leamed native of Malacca, at Singapore, 1838." 146 pp.
This is a manuscript of the Sha'ir Ken Tambuhan of which I
published a critical edition not long ago (Kuala Lumpur, 1966).
This MS. seems to contain the same version as the one just
published; however, in it the youth of K.T., her abduction, and
so on, are described in some detail, so that the MS. may correspond
most closely to MS. S (the Singapore MS.!) of my edition.
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2. "Isma Déwa Pakürma Raja, an ancient Malay romance . . . (Copied
by)- Abdullah ben Abdulkadir. Singapore 1838." 393 pp. According
to the label the text is mentioned on p. 94 of the 1838 edition of
Abdullah's Kissah Pelayaran. Indeed one reads in that text (ed.
Kassim Ahmad, 1960, p. 81) that Abdullah, when asking for a
copy of the Malay text of Hikayat Kemala Bahrain, from an "orang
Raja Bèndahara" named Enchek Ha received a basket full of
manuscripts, most of them of a reiigious kind. But there were also
in the basket "dua bab Hikayat Isma Déwa Pekerma Raja; sangat
indah2 perkataannya; maka ia itu hikayat bahasa Melayu sahaja
dengan tiada bèrchampur-champur bahasa Arab. Maka adalah hal
hikayat itu daripada cherita déwa2 dan mambang, indera dan jin,
terlalu . molék karangarwiya; dan satu Kitab Khoja Maimun".
Abdullah tells us further how he received permission to take these
manuscripts home for copying. Apparently this manuscript is the
(or a) copy which Abdullah made. As far as I know this is the only
copy extant of this text. The manuscript does not contain a com-
plete story; it begins as follows: "bismillahi'r-rahmani'r-rahim.
Sebermula masuk beradu maka Raja Qamar Jelus pun membacha
suatu manteranya lalu diadzankannya menuju kepada Isma Déwa
Pekerma Raja mengantuk. Setelah sudah ditiupnya...".

3. "Kitab Khoja Maimun." This must be a copy of the other manu-
script which Abdullah took home from his trip to Kelantan; see
above under 2. The text is known from various other MSS., also
under the name of Hikayat Bayan Budiman.

4. "Hikayat Amir Hamzah", a voluminous manuscript of the well-
known text studied by Van Ronkel in his thesis.

5. "Annals of the King of Johor, . . . Copied by Abdullah ben Abdul-
kadir. Singapore 1838." 57 pp. This must be (one of the versions
of) the History of Johore.

6. "History of Patani. Copied by Abdullah ben Abdulkadir. Singa-
pore 1839." 94 pp. From a historical point of view this may be the
most important manuscript of the collection, as its name suggests
that here at last we have a copy of the Malay history of Patani
which was known to Newbold {Politica! and Statistical Account of
the British Settlements in the Straits of Malacca ... 1839, Vol. II,
p. 68) but which later investigators have failed to find.
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7. "Muhammad Hanafia", apparently a manuscript of the Muslim
legendary text an edition of which is in preparation by Mr. L. F.
Brakel, Monash University, Australia. It has 240 pp., and was
copied in Singapore in 1838 or 1839, probably by Abdullah himself.

8. Another manuscript is said to have been copied by a Bugis copyist ;
it is a direct copy of the original manuscript of ÜieHikayat Abdullah,
and may therefore be of some interest for a critical study of the
text of the Hikayat. In this manuscript there is a four page letter
by Mr. Alfred North in which he tells something of his relations
with Abdullah and of the role he played in stimulating Abdullah
to write his autobiography.

A.TEEUW

POINTING AND ASKING:
A NOTE ON DEIXIS IN MÉNTU LAND DAYAK.

In a paper read at the Ninth Pacific Science Congress1 Slamet
Muljana cites thé demonstratives of a number of Indonesian languages
and some Dravidian and Indo-European languages. He mentions the
fact that in the location adverbs Malay/Indonesian shows a three-way
contrast — disini: disitu: disana (cf: earlier English here: there:
yonder) — whilst in the adjective-pronouns there is only a two-way
contrast — ini: itu — and no *ana. He gives no example of a language
with a three-term system of demonstrative adjective-pronouns, and we
therefore think it is worthwhile to set out the demonstrative system
of Mëntu Land Dayak,2 rich as it is with three contrasting degrees of

1 Slamet Muljana, 'An investigation into the origin of the Indonesian people
through language', Proceedings of the Ninth Pacific Science Congress of the
Pacific Science Association. Volume 3, Anthropology and social sciences 94-8
(Bangkok, 1963).

2 The Indonesian idiom of the Mëntu village complex on the Upper Sadong
River, Serian District, First Division, Sarawak; material gathered 1962-4
under the auspices of the University of Sydney and the Sarawak Museum;
chief informants Raphael Nyandoh and Robert Na-en, both of the Sarawak
Museum; other information to be found in my M.A. dissertation, 'The
phonology of the word in Mëntu Land Dayak', held at the Department of
Anthropology, University of Sydney (to be published), and in 'The phonological
structure of the word in Mëntu Land Dayak', to appear in Oceania Linguistic
Monographs.




